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ders, if of about the same thickness. Do not use too coarse yarn
upon a [me cylinder, nor too fine yarn upon a coarse cylinder.

Top.-(See remarks after Leg).
Leg.-Where the top rows are not statedJ the undermen-

tioned figures for the leg count from the very top, to the begin-
ning of the shaping, the rib being the same from the commence-
ment. But, if preferred, a band-like top (such as I plain ani
I rib) can equally we]] be done without in any way altering tht
number of rows here stated for the leg. A I and I rib top is
notmitable for heavy and thick yarns.

Sh?ping or Intake Rows.- These cannot conveniently be
stated below, for the total number depends on the particular rit
in leg, and also on the particular cylinder used. After the long
rows, knit and count the shaping rows, to the beginning of the
ankle.

The undermentioned figures apply to 4~' inch cylinders, and
are merek approximate:-

Description Uf

l

Grooves, Grade Sizes

I

Chilli '

I

Youth,' or
y" In Cyl.' of of ~en " Men'.

arn . ~ diam. Needles. Hosiery. Stockings, Boob.

,--- -
-

-
1

---'--'-, ~

I

I - I g.5 ..
; -

,

1

~~~8
1

§'
,_u..-:- --- .~'" -< r.. Eo<

Heavy or -thickl 62 "
Coar.e Small

I

88 a.ply Wheel. 56, Medium
tug (Alloa), etc, 60 ' Large--j - _

I

-

,3, 4 or 6-ply 60 H Medium Small 90 35 iO
lFlnl!'erlng, or6 '! Medium 110 400 35

ply Merino, etc 'I Large

1

110 400 401

Heavy or thick 72 ; eoa..e
'

Small ,

I

' 40 65
as 2-ply Whoel

l

M.dium I 4() 70
iug (Alloa), el.e. ' Large I 400 76

a,4.or5.ply' -~ Mediu~ smalll~
Flngerillgor 5 I Meilium1no
plyMerlno,etc, .-' -

l

l~l

l

l30

3 or 4-ply 72' Medium Small 130
j'ingering,o..pl)' . Medium 1400

Merino, etc. ' Large i 150
uu --- -I

3-ply FIngering 1!4 I Medium Small IIor 5-ply Merino, : Medium
etc. ! [,arge I

-~- ,~-- -- --I
4 or 6-ply 84 '\ Medium Small

I

Fingering,$-pl)' I Mellium
Merino, etc. , j Largo

3 or 4-ply - 00-- iMedium ";;;~iI-

1

Ftngering.4.pl)' I Medium
lierino. etc, Large

F~ I Small-'Medium
ILarge

Youthe' or

I

Women's
Men'. Stockings.

Stooking., .

--
I

J' 120 45 50'
601 125 50 60

;1130 55 65
70

1

76 --

,I

------

400 45
1

45 70
46 60 50 75
60 661 60 80

45

~

'
60 6Ii
65 ,

140 60 6(}
160 60 65
160 60 7~

2-ply ~'ingerlng,
C hmere,
Andalu.ian,

Silk. etc,

10~
120

,-
Very fine Wool.
8i1k.etc.,Yarn.

132
144

Extra I Small
Fine'Medium

Large

---

"' !

i S.[ 3 ..
gi g :ii c;" 0

1.<1.i -< r..

9jj 451 IIO 41\ 45
105 50 120 60 601 IIO 50 60
110 00 130 56 60

60 80 701160 60 70 160 50 60
65 90

801180
60 80 170 56 7()

60 100 90, 190 70 00180 60 80

45 70

601150

65 60 160 60 65
50 80 70 160 60 701160 65 60
60 90 80, 170 65

751170

60 66
-.,,- .----

66!-17060 70 60 00 100 60 60
55 80 70 180 80

701170

56 66
60 86 80190 70 80 180 6:; 70

-
60 90 80 2;aQ 70 sr 2'X1 60 70
60 100 IKI 230 70 90 210 65 30
60 IlO ]00 2,n 76 100 22J 70 90

--- -
70 120 110 2400 70 110 m 70 86
70 ]35 120 26') 80 12°12400

76 90
70 150 130 260 90 13°1 60 80 96
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BOYS', GIRLS', AND OHILDREN'S STOCKINGS AND SOCKS.

Made on the 72 31 Inch diameter Duplex Cylinder.

SIZE 5 (I I years) 22 inch by 8 inch Foot.
Penmaen 16'5 Wool.

"
'I

Ribb~rTension at I! or Cylinder Tension.
! and 1 Rib Top """""""""""" 3-}
4 a.nd I Rib Leg 4
Knit 4 Rounds betweelll each narrowWg.
'{ and 1 Rib Ankle """""""""'" 3!
Spike Heel with Cylinder Tension at4! and
Foot (top .1 amd 1 Rib, bottom plaim) 3!
Splice Toe with Cylinder T€IIlsilln at 4! and

~.

Made from 4-Ply

Ronnds.

45
IOQ

50
narrow down to 13 Needles.

, 55 Rounds.
narrow down to 13 Needles.

IIZE 3 (7 years) 18 inch leg, 7 inch Foot,
Penmaen 16's \Nool.

Ronnds.Rib!>er Tensloll at 1~or Cylinder Tension.

I and! Rib Top 31
4 and I Rib Leg 4
Knit -+ Rounds between each narn:>wWg.
3 and 1 Rib AnkLe """""""""'" 3t
Splice Heel with Cylinder Tension at 4l and
Foot (top 3 and 1 Rib. bottom plain) 31
Splice Toe with Cylinder T€I!l.Sion at 4l and

Made from 4-PI}

40
is

40
narrow down to 13 Needles.

4$ (~ollnd~.
narro,,' down to 13 Needles.

SIZE 1 (3 years) 14 inch Leg, 6 inch Foot. Made from R 3-PI}
Fingering.

~

Ribber Tension at It. Cylinder T~nsion,

I and 1 Rib Top 2
.. amd 1 Rib Leg 3
Knit -+ Rounds betwecill each narrowimg.
3 3md I Rib Ankle , 2t
Splice Heel with Cylimder Tension at 3!
Foot (top 3 and 1 R:1b. bottom plain) 2!
Splice Toe with Cylinder Tension at 3~

Rounds.

35
60

3°
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CHILD'S i SOCK (3 years) 10 inch Leg, 6 inch Foot.
from Super Scotch Fingering, 3-Ply.

I,

Rih",,! T~nsiun at I~- C}'lincler Tension.

,I and I Rib Top ;;
3 and I Rib Leg """""""""""" 3
Splice Heel with Cylinder Tensiom at 4
Foot (top; and 1 Ri.b bottom plaim) 3
Splice Toe with Cylinder Tension at 4 and.

Mad{

Rolllld<.

30
60

~Ild narro\\' down to 13 Needles.
40 Roumds.

narrow down to 13 Needles.

BABY'S SOCK (8~ inch Lei{, 5~ inch Foot.) Made from R 3-Pl}
Fingering. '

Rihh~r T-n<inl1 at It Cyli~<ler Tension. Rounds,

I and I Rib Top I! 30
:\ and r Rib Leg 21 65
Splice Heel with Cylinder Tension at 3t and narrow do\'.n to II Needles.
Foot. (top .1 and I Rib bottom plain) 2! 30 Rounds.
SpJice Toe with C}'limder Tension at 3'~ and narrow down to II Needles.

,-
- . =--

J
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HOW TO ARRANGE NEI;DLES fOR CERTAIN RIBS.

- -~--~ ~ ~-_._--.-FOrtH of I-it Cylinder N€'edJes, Dial Needles.
~--- -- u --~- ~_.--.

1 and 1 rib Jn each :?nd grGo\-e
1il every groove (to work

over cylinder grooves).

In every groove (to work
O\-cr cyiinder posts),

In each 2nd groo\'c (to \I"ork
O\Tr c:yiiilder gTOO\-e;

In each 2nd ~roove (to ',-ark
i,ver cylinder p sts).

2 and i rib
In ever}' groO\-e

J ;'iH\ i rib
E I'cry :4tl1groove empty

4 and 1 r b I n every gr ove

""UU - -- ...--.--------- "--" ~--
u- --.-.------

Some dials will allow of other forms of ribbed fabric, such as
5 and 1,6 and I, 7 and I, I I and T. Thus a 72 cylinder and 36
dial will produce 6 plain to I rib, by placing needles in every
thJl'd dial groove to work over the cylinder posts; the same cylin-
der wiII produce 5 plain to I rib, by placing needles in every third
dial groove to work over cylinder grooves. .-

2 plain and 2 ribbed can also be knitted, but this requires a.special dial for the different cylinders.

HEEL, FOOT AND FINISHED TO E.

SCOTCHFASHION (AS HAND-KNIT).

Knit on 84 cvlinder (for oiher cylinders see note 25). This
Scntch heel can be substituted for the ordinarv heel in the se'-era-
instructions on the foregoing pages. --

Heel.--Take off belt, transfer loops (see note 22, page 23),
from the Front half of dial needles (that is from the markef
cylinder post on the Left side to the marked post on Right side~
on to cylinder needles, and put cylinder needles into correspond-
ing cylinder grooves. Advance yarn-guide to Front. Take a
spare cylinder needle and pull out of the dial into a hanging posi,
tion the Back half of the dial needles, loose the wing nut of ribber
and take the ribber off machine, put on belt. Place the dial
needles inside the sock, to prevent them coming into contact with
the yarn-guide when knitting backwards and forwards.

25.-'1'he Scotch heel is ahl"a)s made Upon half the needles of a q-lin-
cier. and so 42 needles ,,-ould be employed if the cylinder has 1;4 grooves.
The hair of the cyljlnder needles is divided into t;1ree equal parts, thus;-
42 being the half, 14 ,needles "'ould be a third of 42, No\\', if the cylinder
has more or less needles than S4. the operator should observe t;1e follow-
iJl1g-;~lf a 60 cylinder read 10 instead of 14 needles here g-iven; if a 72
cylinder read 12 needles insteaci of 14; if a 96 cylinder read 16 n('('dles
irnstead of '4; if a 108 cylinder read ,8 .needles instead of 14. For theScotch toe the variation is just the same,

""u- -~---- ""--.---
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Heel, Plain Work.--Raise fully out of action the Back half of
cylinder needles, hook the yarn in the take-up at the front of th(
yarn-grip. Knit forward and stop ya rn-guide at Back. Now
begin to knit backward and forward 28 rows, and send the yarn-
'guide'to Baok each row across, keeping the fabric puJIed down at
Front anI\'. After a few rows the work wiJI begin to rise about
the cylinder needles, when insert the heel-wire and attach heel-
weigl1t to keep it down (see notes 14 and 15, page 16). Right
side of work to be kept firmly down with left hand whilst knitting,
Stop yarn-guide about Lc:ft side, take off belt, take off heel-win:
and weight.

At the Right side lift 14 needles out of cylinder with the ]ocps
at feet, and place them inside of sock in a hanging position, knit
to the Right side; at the Left side lift out r4 needles and plac(
them inside the sock in the same way, put on belt, put heel-wire
with weight, into work at Front.

Lift the first inside hanging needle of the Right group of
needles. th~t is the needle next tej those in actic.n, and pass it
uncleI' the thread and transfer its loop on to the Right end needle
of the 14 that are in action in Front of cylinder; do same with thf
first hanging needle of Left group, and transfer its loop on to the
Left end needle of the 14 in action Front of cylinder; then knit
backwards one row across, Repeat the same operation aile'
transfer in same order one loop from the Right and one from
Left group of hanging needles on to end Right and Left group of
the 14 in Front of cylinder, knit across, Continue this operatio!'
until all the hanging needle loops are transferred, stop with yarn-
guide at th~ Left.

Take off the belt, take 14 cylinder needles that are not in
use, and with their hooks pick up at Right sid~ 14 'joops of flat

Ilct knitted for heel, and put these
needles back into the cylinder grooves.
that YOUrecently took them from. At
Baok' depress the raised needles int(}-

action, taking care not to knit past
first dial needle at the right half
cvlinder mark. Knit across to the
Right side, and stop yarn-guide there,
\Nith other J4 cylinder needles, that
are not in use, pick up 14 selvedge
kops at Left side and insert needles
in cylinder, lift yarn off take-up, tie a
Ih read of odd wool round the cylinder
in the belt groove, and put the hooks
of dial needles that are hanging inside
the cylinder, in' between the thread
and' cylinder grooves. and thus
arranged the feet of dial needles will
point outwards and the stems up-
wards, and so be dear of the ribber.

I

1

i
i
!

Fig. 21.

'"'
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Foot.-Now put on ribber, and see that dial is adjusted to
cylinder, as directed on page 22. Unfas.ten the thread round
cylinder and taking care not to push them In too far les t latche~
shut, push the dial needles into the dial grooves. Knit ,very care-
fully, five rows in all, all.d see that latches do ~ot close m the fIrst
row, or ribbing loops wIll drop; stop yarn-guide at Back.

Foot-to Narrow.-Counting horn the extreme Right and
1.eft dial needles, transfer the loop from the fourth cylinder needl{
on to a dial needle at each side, push dial needles into dial, put
on belt, keep work well pulled down with the heel-wire, and at
Back knit 70 rows and stop yarn-guide at Fron4 take off belt
Transfer all the dial loops on to cylinder needles and take off
ribber, put on belt and knit to Back.

Toe, Plain Work.-Raise fully out of action the Front half of
cylinder needles, and advance yarn-guide to Front. Put the yarr
on take-up, raise fully out of action the Left end needle, knit
acrpss from Left and stop yarn-guide at Front, raise Right end
needle and knit across to Front, raise another needle at Left side
and, with the left hand under the cylinder. keep the work wer
down from the Back, continue knitting backwards and forwards,
and always raise the last needle that knitted each row, until then
are only 14 needles left in action, knit to the Left, across thest"
14 needles, and stop with yarn-guide at Fron,t. About two inche~
from the last needle that knitted break the yarn. Take off all the
heavy weights, leaving on only the heel wire and weight stand,
take off belt. Throw out the Back half of the pJain needles into
a hanging position and outside the sock or stocking, with the loops
at the needle' feet, and let them hang betwe1/ tlie s 'ck and cylinder;
turn yarn-guide to Back of machine and depress the Front half of
needles into action.

Ttake in at Right side thus:-Transfer third loop on to 4th
needle jn cylinder, and first loop on to the second needle Lfill up
empty third groove by bringing end needle forward. ift up
first inside hanging needle and put it into cylinder next the end
one. Now thread the yarn-guide and guide yarn to knit into
end needle at the Right, leaving an end about two inches, knit
across to the Left and stop with yarn-guide at Back. Take in
at the Left side, same as at- Right side, and leave the thread of
yarn at Back of the end needle; knit Forward to the Right and
repeat the taking in, and in knitting across this time knit in the
end of yarn that was left. Continue taking in every row same
side as ,yarn is at, until you have only 14 needles in action and
14 hanging ones; when knitting last row, knit in end of yarn at
Left side. Taking cort not to crossthem, transfer the 14 loops from
the hanging needles on to the 14m cylinder.

Toe, to Close End. First see that the loops are below the
latches, take Right end cylinder needle and using it in the same
manner as an ordinary crotchet needle, put the yarn into its

0

,
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hook, then put the needle down so that the two loops will pass
off it,. and thus form a new loop with the yarn in its hook, now
transfer the new loop to next needle. Keep repeating this till
all the needles are out but one. Take off heel-weight, break
yarn, and give last loop two crotchets, instead of one for finish:
draw the ends of the yarn in and out the fabric once or twice.
and cut off unused ends. Press the sock well after finishing off
the top.

SCaLLOPED TOP FOR SOCK., STOCKINGS, &c.
Plain tension at 5, Ribber tension at 3, ror 3 or 4 ply Fingering.

Arrange needles in cylinder m groups of 3. with one empty
groove after each group. Set up the machine and form a Welt
as directed on page 14. K:1it Ii rounds in addition to the one
round after making the Welt, that is 2!t rounds in all, stop with
the yarn-guide at Front, put on the ribber without any needles
in dial, and adjust the dial so that ib grooves are over cylinder
grooves, as directed on page 22.

Take a dial needle and pick up with its hook the threads,
including the welting thread which lie across the empty cylinder
groove nearest the Right half nark, place the dial needle into
the corresponding dial groove. Continue Forwards, picking up
the threads and placing needles into dial over the other empty
grooves, but after placing into dial a few needles. see that the
threads are in the hooks of dial needles and the latches are open;
then knit Forwards a few needles so as to allow more needles
to be placed into the dial, and in that way complete the picking
up. Now knit the number of rounds required for the top of sock
or stocking.

NOTE.-Thrscollopmay be varied by knittin;; more or less rounds
after the welting round. The scollopmayalsob, madewithall the needles
in the cyltnder and needlesin every seconddial grove, in which case the
dial must be adjusted so that tts groovesare over the cyliltder posts, and
the threads over everyfourth cylinder post Hlust be Picked up.

HIGH HEEL FOR SOCK OR STOCKING.
The object of this is to provide for thickening the back of

the heel (above C. to M. of Fig. 15. page 18) for the hard wear
at that point, also to give the heel a better shape.

Refer to Leg (page 24), and continue from" stop yarn-
guide at Rlgbt hand side." Knit to Back, take off belt. transfer
loops from Front half of dial needles to cylinder needles, knit to
Front, transfer loops from Back half of dial needles to cylinder
needles and take off ribber (or, instead of transfer loops of back
half of dial needles to cylinder needles and take off ribber, take
out ribber driving pin only and leave ribber on machine), thread
yarn bracket with the thickening yarn, and tie it to the other
yarn at about the middle of the yarn bracket, put both yarns

'" -- -
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ino hook of take-up, 10Dsen tension one point, put on belt, raise-
out of action Back half of cylinder needles, and also next to them
on each side, the first, second, and third needles of the Front
half, from the marked posts (that is, raise 3 extra needles of
Front half on Rlgbt side, and 3 on Left side, knit Forwards to
!Back, depress !extralhird needle on Right side of Front half,
that is, the raised needle next to those in action), and put yarn
at back of it, knit Backwards to Back, depress the correspond-
ing needle on the Left side, put yarn at back of it. knit Forwards
to Back, depress that extra second needle on Right, and put
yarn at back, knit Backwards to Back, depress the correspond-
ing needie at Left, and put yarn at back, knit Forwards to Back,
depress the first extra needle at Right, put yarn at back of it,
and also at the back of the raised needle next it (first needle of
Back half), knit Backwards to B~ck, depress the fIrst extra need~e
at Left, put yarn at back of it, and alsO' at the back of the raised
needle next to it (first needle Df Back half), knit Forwards and
stop yarn-guide at Front. Now continue Heel Narrowing (page
15), commencing after:-" Hook the yarn on to the take-up be-'
tween the yarn-grip and the front eye of the yarn bracket."

KNITTING \VITH TWO YARNS.
To Thicken Heels, Toes,etc.

See Caldion below.

It is necessary when knitting with two yarns to loosen the-
stitch I or 2 degrees, to prevent the fabric being too close.

Take an extra bobbin of single or two-fold yarn of the same-
colour as you are knitting with. Place the bobbin 'on the table
below the vacant hole ,of the yarn bracket. Pass the end of the
yarn through the yarn-guide as usual, tie it on to the other yarn
at the needles, hook it on the take-up- When the part to be
thickened has been knitted, break off the splicing yarn at the
needles.

CAUTION.-Do not knit with too tight a stitch or tensiOII. A
looser twsiOlI should be u>fd for dark or heavy yarns than for light colwrtd
and fine yarns

PLAIN SOCK OR STOCKING
To Shape the Leg and Foot with Ribber OIl Machine.

Set up the machine and form the Welt for a plain sock, knit
the top, put on ribber, adjust dial grooves tv work over cylinder
grooves, use only one dial needle, which place into dial groove
exactly in the centre at Front of machine, transfer the one plain
loop to dial needle. This one dial needle will make a seam stitch
down the leg of the sock. After knitting the leg, take out dial
needle and transfer loop to plain needle in the usual way. After

-~~.~~.--~ _.~~
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the hee1 is formed put on dial needle in groove of dial at Right
half mark, and one at left half mark. This will reduce the width
and make the foot a better shape. After completing the foot,
transfer dial loops to plain needles and remove ribber.

The shaping of the leg and foot might be varied in several
ways by using two dial needles instead of one, etc.

TO UNRAVEL PLAIN KNITTING.
Witiwut '/'emf}::{i1gFabric fr()11f,lrfachixe.

This ""raflelting ;s sometimesnecessary whm tillereis faulty work
and al~owhen re.footing.

During the unravelling the ribber should be removed and
the rib-stitches allowed to hang free. After the ravelling the rib
stitches are taken up by the ribber needles, the ribber re-placed,
and the ribber needles re-inserted in their grooves.

Remove all weights, alid support the fabric with the left
hand under the cylinder, then knit once across if a Flat Web. or

. once round if a Circular Web; this should bring all the loops
above the latches and into the hooks of the needles; take hold
of the yarn between the yarn-guide and the needles, and pull it
gently, moving the hands slightly up and down on a level with
the tops of the needles, and thus cause the previous row. of
~tibches to pass over the hooks of the needles. With a little
practice you can ravel back as far as desirable without losing
a stitch. After completing the unravelling, draw slack yarn
back to bobbin. In tubular work, if there be any difficulty in
passing the needles which are below the top of the cylinder,
place the hands upon the sheUo-nly,and move it a little to the right
or left.

j,
"r

I
I

TO' FINISH WITH A SELVEDGE.
If ribber is on machine, transfer all ribbing loops to plain

needles and remove ribber. ...

Knit onCe round, and stop yarn-guide at Front, commence
at Right to raise all the neeJles out of artion; advance yarn-
guide until at Back, take off belt, remove all weight?, weight-
holder, and set-up, or buckle; then break the yarn, leaving an
end about It yards in length, take out the needle which knitted
the last stitch, leave the loop just below the latch and catch the
yarn into hook like crocheting, draw the needle so that loop
passes off the needle and leaves the yarn in the form of a loop
upon the needle (this loop must be long enough to reach the
top of the next needle), then transfer this loop on to the next
needle, and draw the yarn to tighten the loop to its usual size;
there will then be two loops on that next needle, now take out
that needle and place yarn in the hook as before. and draw a
loop through the two loops which are upon it, and place the
new loop made upon the next needle. Repeat this all round, or
across, if flat web, drawing the yarn completely thrlYUfjhthe la.,t

= -- -- -= :.....
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single loop to make it secure. Break off the spare yarn to
withm about an inch of the last loop, and then knit the end into
the fabric, by hand. This selvedge will be exactly like the usual
closing by hand.

FLAT WEB.
(The Ribbtr is no' used flIT Flat Web.)

ObservaUons.
1. For Flat Web it is an advantage to have about four

doze~ .ex~ra plain needles for the parts which require increasing
or wldemng.

In absence of extra needles, and where needles are remoyed
from partially completed work, pass a thread of yarn through
the loops to prevent their unravelling.

2. Flat Web is knitted upon a cylinder by the Forward and
Backward movement of the yam-guide. For example, we will
suppose that ne~dtes are placed into all the grooves of Front
half of cylinder, the yarn-guide would then be made to lraTel to
and fro. -far enough to allow the end needles to make their
stitches each time across. The yam-guide would probably be taken
some 20 grooves beyond each end needle before it has made
its stitches each time across. That length of 20 grooves represents
the space occupied by the cams in the shell. Now, if it is de-
sired to make a Flat Web with aU the needles in the cylinder
the movement would be Backward and Forward just the same,
but it would be necessary, each row across. to raise 20 needles
out of action, first one side of Baok half mark and then 20 on
the other side, as follows:-

FLAT \VEB \VITH 20 NEEDLES (OR MORE).

Out of Cylinder.
Rough Selvedgefol' Flat Web must be commenced at one or the

other end of the needles-that is to say, a section of the c"linder
should, have needles..in the grooves sufficient for the required
width of the Flat Web, and those needles must be placed to-
gether in Front, leaving the Back grooves empty. The looping
of the needles is done exactly the same as in cu$tingon for Cir-
cular Work. J.he hooks of set-up opposite that section of
needles are used only, but anyone of those hooks may be used
more than once. Proceed as follows:-

Turn handle slowly Forwards and stop when yarn-guide is
about opposite the sixth empty groove from the first needle in
action on the Left. Thread the yarn-guide with the odd yarn
as directed in setting-up for Circu1ar Work, draw off about a
yard of yarn through yarn-guide, pass yarn direct from yarn-
guide outside the end or first needle at Left, under hook in set-
up, then round the flrst needle, under hook in set-up, round the
third needle. back to set-up, so continue missing a needle each
time. (See Fig. 12, page 13.) When the last needle is reached
pass yam round it, and back to a hook of set-up, just as with
the others, even though the needle before it has been looped,

- -
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secure the yarn by twisting it. round a hook of ~et-up twice <;>r
thrice. Attach holder and weIghts to set-up. PIck up yarn In
front of the yarn-grip and put it in hook of take-up, draw slack
yarn back to bobbin. . See that l~tches of needles are open, then
knit Forwards, sending yarn-guIde beyond the end needle at
Right until that needle has made stitch (that is, rises out of its
groove and is level with the others), knit Backwards until the-
end needle at left has made stitch, contL."1ueknitting Forwards
and Backwards as many times as required; four rows will be-
sufficient if a rvtlt is to be commenced, in that case knit the Jast
row Backwards and send yarn-guide to the Back, and stop. The-
object of sending yarn-guide to the B~ck is to take tr:e cams
o:ut of the way, and so allow the needles to be raised out of. .ac..lOn.

Welt for Flat Web, with 20 Needles, or more, out of th&
CyUnder.-All needles to be raised out of action, break yarn at
the bobbin, remove bobbin and put in its place (on the table-
and under the hole in yarn bracket) a bobbin of new yarn to
be used for the work, join and then take hold of yarn at the
needles and draw it until new yarn is through yarn-guide, break
new yarn at the knot and lay casting on end inside set-up. Draw
off yarn through yarn-guide as may be required for Welt. Take
the end of the new yarn and make a loop, do not tie a knot,
commence at the Left end needle to set Welt the same way as
directed on page 14. When last needle at the Right is reached,
see that yarn is twisted round it in the usual way. and then
passes at the back and round the outside direct to the yarn-
guide. See that latches are open, hold slack yarn away from
needles, then turn handle Forwards until yarn-guide is about 20
grooves beyond the end needle at Right. Place yarn from front
of yarn-grip into hook of take-up, depress all needles into action.
turn handle Backwards until yarn-guide is opposite end' needle at
Right side, draw slack yarn back to bobbin. and knit Backwards-
and Forwards, sending yarn-guide to the Back each time, Sf'
that end needles may make their stitches, knit as many rows as.
may be required for work in hand.

FLAT WEB with NEEDLES in all (or nearly all)
Of the CYLINDER GROOVES.

Cast on as for Circular Web (see page 12), knit 4 rows
round, stop yarn-guide almost at Back so as to bring the cams.
within the quarter lot of needles from Right half mark to Back.
Commencing at the needle directly at Baok, raise out of action
quarter of the needles, that would be to left half mark, then
raise Front half of needles, send yarn-guide Forwards to Frontr
raise quarter lot of needles Back to Right.

Welt for Flat Web, with all, or nearly all, the needles in
cylinder, proceed as directed on page 14, commencing with the-
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needle flrst raised, at Baok. When the last needle is reached
the yarn should be twisted round that needle as usual, and passed
between that last needle and the needle on which the Welt was
commenced, direct to yarn-guide; hold yarn away from needles
.and send yarn-guide Backwards, and stop almost opposite that
last needle, depress needles from Back to Right and Right to
Left half mark, and thu;; leave the quarter lot of needles raised
from Left to kSack, put yarn on take-up, draw slack yarn back
.and see that it passes direct from needles through yarn-guide to
bobbin, see that all latches are open, assist to hold work down
with left hand. and watch that yarn feeds into the end needle.
Knit Backwards almost to Left, depre!>s quarter lot of needles
from Left to Back, and raise quarter lot of needles from Back to
Right. knit Backwards to Right, knit Forwards almost to Right,
.depress needles Right to Back, raise needles Back to Left, knit
Forwards to Left, knit Backward!; almost to Left, and continue
in like manner, depressing and raising needles and knitting, for
.as many rows as are required. .

To run work off machine, break yarn at needles, and turn
handle round once or twice. Press 'with hot iron upon damp
cloth, cut away casting on rounds, unravel and finish with. Buttor.
Hole Stitch.

WIDENING AND NARRO\VING FLAT WEB.

WidenJng.-A flat web may be widened on one or both sides
Take off belt, take a spare needle and catch into its hook a loop
from the last stitch made at back of the end needle, and place
the increasIng needle into the next empty groove. .

Or, the end needle, with the loop on it. mav be transferred
to the next empty groove, and a spare needle; placed in the
groove from which the end needle was taken, but first catch on
the spare needle a loop from the stitch of next rig-ht or left
.needle. . Knit one row, or more, between each increase. .

NarrowJng.-A flat web may be narrowed by removing a
needle on one or both sides. Takeoff belt, take out end needle
<lnd put the loop over the adjoining needle.

Or, you may remove the fourth needle I and place its loop
over the fifth needle, then transfer the first three needles forward
oQnegroove, and so fill up the empty groove and have all needles
together in one continuous line. Knit one row, or more. betweer.
each narrowing.

PLAIN SOCK. OR STOCKING FOR A CHILD.
Use Plain Machine only with 41 inch diameter 84 needle!;

-cylinder and knit as for flat web. .

Cylindez:s with more or less needles may be used, but th(
instructions must be varied accordingly.

Plain tens:bn at about" 6" for 3. 4, or 5-ply Fingering yarn.

.'=:!!"---
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OBSERVE.-Small ribbedsocks,etc., can be made stamless on the
4i inch Jiallleter 56 or 60 cylinders with dial to match. But if medium
yams are to be used on any of the other 41 inch diameter cylinders (72-
84, etc.) the smaller sizes of sticks,or stockings,for children would be
made witll seams, and .flu a little practice, can be very readily knitted
by the Instruction betows. The same can be overs&wnas usual, or finished
by a fancy stitch.

Tt~6-lmlta.tion Rib.-Turn handle slotdy Forwards. and sto~
when yarn-guide is mid-way of left and Back. Place in Front
of cyJirider, workmg Right 2:1d L~ft, 45 needles in groups of three,
with an empty groove after each group, for an imitation ribbec'
top. More or less groups may be arranged, if larger or smaller
socks are required. Set up machine and form Welt for Flat Web
as directed on page 43. Be careful to have the yarn on take-up,
and always watch the end needles to see they make stitches
Knit Backwards and Forwards ten times In all, to make 20 row,
(but see that the last row is always knitted Forwards), and stop yarn-
guide between Lett and Back.

Leg.-Take off belt. then take a spare needle, catch into its.
hook a loop from the side of the stitch last made bv the needle
next an empty groove, and place needle into that empty groove,
in the same way catch loops and place needles into all the other
empty grooves, including the empty groove beyond the end needle:
at Right, and so make 60 needles in one line without an empty
groove between them, put on belt, see latchesaTe open, knit 20 rows
for a sock, or 70 rows for a stocking, and stop yarn~guide mid-
way of Left and Back, take off belt.

To Shape, or Decrease the Leg.-Take out the second needle
on the mght side, and transfer the loop to the third needle, next
to it, lift the first needle into the empty second needle groove
then take the second needle on the Lett side, and decrease on
that side in the same way, knit five rows, continue the decr<:"as-
ing and knitting as above, I'n both sides, until four needles have
been taken out each side, put on belt, then knit without decreas-
ing 20 rows for the ankle and stop yarn-guide between Left and
Back, take off belt.

Foot.-Top ot.-Take out, with the loops upon them, the
13 needles at the end on the opposite side to needles last knitted,
which would be at Left side if the last row was knitted Forwards,
tie them together and place them inside cylinder, knit across the
remaining needles, take out 13 needles at the end on the other
side, tie together and place inside cylinder. This will leave 26
needles in action at the Front of machine, on these knit 3° rows,
stop yarn-guide at Back. To keepthe work down at the cornersuse
Heel-Wire and Weight. Read note 15, page 16.
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